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The color photographs here all show parts of bodies partially submerged in water - a hand dipping into the dark
and wet, a neck wearing the waterline like a necklace. Most
of the works consist of sequences of images montaged
into long vertical or horizontal panoramas. Spare and potent, the work is saved by its own understatement.

Layers of Meaning,
All on the Surface
The dividing line between precious and pretentious has
blurred in recent art, particularly in the glut of dispassionate color photography being championed by galleries and
museums alike (think Andreas Gursky, Thomas Struth and
even Uta Barth). Much of it simply elevates the random,
putting enough technical gloss on it to imply significance.
At its best, such work can raise our consciousness of the
beauty of the overlooked and the ordinary. Regrettably,
its more noticeable impact is to lower our expectations of
art itself and to confuse vision with mere ambition.
Liza Ryan’s photography in the past 10 years has landed
on both sides of the divide, sometimes poetic and sometimes banal. Her new work at Griffin Contemporary is both
affecting and assured. It is precious in the best senses of
the word -refined and exquisite.
All of the works in the show are titled “Surface,” bluntly
reminding us of what photography does best: record the
world’s outermost skin. The title suggests the question,
though, of what lies beneath, and how much surface appearance suggests to us of inner life or spirit.

...both affecting and assured. It
is precious in the best senses of
the word -refined and exquisite.
A three-channel video installation, wall-mounted on small,
flat screens, fares less well. In spite of having the technological upper hand, it lacks the sensuousness and emotional texture of the prints.
Ryan’s black-and-white photographs are lush as well. They
are slightly more prosaic, showing rippling sheets and
bodies in bed, but they read as velvety rich explorations
of light and shadow, the photographic equivalent of a
painter’s drapery study. Here, surface implies little else and is more than sufficient.
-Leah Ollman

